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        The words “Country & western music” immediately conjure up strong images of 

steel guitars, smoky honky tonk bars, and cowboy boots. People either love it or hate it. It 

is a genre of music that is genuinely American and has remained practically unmatched 

as America’s most popular form of music since its creation. This icon, its history, 

influence, function, and its many varied perceptions are the focus of this essay. 

 

     Country Music has its roots in the rural American South. The very early origin of 

the genre comes from when Europeans first immigrated there. They brought with them 

the instruments of the old world and the European folk songs. The agriculturally based 

society and geography isolated people from different cultures forcing them to live and 

work together. The different European groups, such as the English, Scottish, and Irish 

intermingled and shared songs. Styles mixed and soon the lyrics changed to express the 

images, locations, and new values of America. These groups also spent a lot of time 

around the music of Africans, Native Americans, and Mexicans, whose influence greatly 

affected the melodies, rhythm, structure and language of the European folk songs, 

shaping them into what we call Country music (Malone, Bill C., 2002, pp. 1-4). It grew 

from the music of the working class through the advent of radio to become one of the 

most popular musical forms in America, even among the upper class. Its popularity has 

remained over the generations; today, nearly 55% of U.S. women and 45% of men are 

country music listeners, according to the Country Music Association. (Moran, Charlie, 

2008). 

 

Symbolism 

 

   The surface signifiers of Country Music appear to be a simple rootsy sounding 

American music form akin to folk music. The music is mostly vocal with a mid-tempo 

rhythm and usually a simplistic (I-IV-V) chord structure. Instrumentally, the music 

almost always has the same elements. The band is usually always built of a couple 

guitars, bass, drums, pedal steel, fiddle, piano, and occasionally banjo. The popular 

country song  “If You're Gonna Play in Texas (You Gotta Have a Fiddle in the Band)” by 

the group Alabama, reinforces the importance of this particular instrumentation in 



defining this icon.  

 

  Probably the main surface function of Country music would be entertainment. At 

its origin, there was little else for the workers to do when they returned from the fields. 

Families and friends would listen and play the music together to pass the time. It may 

have also served as a form of storytelling, the lyrics having some sort of moral story or 

lesson to be learned or a simple recounting of an interesting experience. Country Music 

probably has the most story-based lyrics of all music genres. As the genre grew more, it 

served the function of dance entertainment. In community halls, hoedowns, and parties, it 

was played for people to celebrate, dance and mingle. Specific dance forms such as 

square dancing are associated with the genre. Today, it still serves this entertainment 

purpose, whether it’s being pumped through the radio or a sound system, in a sold out 

arena concert or on country music television music videos. 

 

  When first observing this icon, it becomes clear that it is an ethnically-based music 

genre. While it evolved from a mixture of cultural influences, Country music is the music 

of the White Anglo-Celtic group in America. Almost all country artists are white and the 

few exceptions have been something of a novelty—a “token” situation. Caucasians 

represent over 93% of all country music fans. One indicator of this is how the lyrics very 

commonly reference geographical locations of importance to this ethnic group. Examples 

of this are songs such as The Charlie Daniels Band’s “The Devil Went Down to 

Georgia”, Bill Monroe’s “Blue Moon of Kentucky”, or Waylon Jenning’s “Luckenbach, 

Texas” (Eck, Lindsey, 2001).  

 

  The instrumentation and sound isn’t everything though. Rock, folk and even pop 

musicians commonly have bands comprised of the same instruments, sounds, and song 

structures. What really separates Country music is the look and fashion. All country 

artists have a definite ‘cowboy’ look. This clothing was originally practical wear for the 

Great Plains laborers at the beginning of the century, but became the adopted fashion of 

this music. It’s comprised of big cowboy hats, stylized cowboy boots, large decorative 

belt buckles, and western cut shirts with tassels and decorative designs on the shoulders. 



Plaid shirts and denim jeans are also very common. Today, a lot of the sounds of Country 

music have changed and the genre has more in common with pop and rock, but what still 

separates it is the fashion and what it represents (Moos, Dan., 2002). 

 

  The fact that work clothing is the fashion of country music is very telling.  What 

seems to be signified by the clothing and music is an alignment with working class 

values. As mentioned at the beginning of this essay, Country music was created by 

working-class immigrants in the Southern US. They infused it with these working class 

themes right from the beginning. The dominant themes of Country music tend to satisfy 

the psychological and entertainment needs of a primarily “blue-collar” working class 

audience (Gritzner, C. F., 1978). Some popular examples of these themes can be found in 

Merle Haggard’s “Working Man’s Blues,” which describes a working class hero who 

“keeps his nose to the grindstone” and “works hard everyday,” who is tempted to run 

away and bum around, but always honors his working responsibilities. Americans who 

identify themselves as blue-collar or working class are hooked by these lyrical themes 

because they can relate to the stories and like to see themselves idealized as proletarian 

heroes (Gritzner, C. F., 1978). 

 

  However, a lot of these working class labor themes are outdated in out modern 

world and many Country music fans belong to the upper class, but it still appeals to them 

on a different level. The main draw of country music today is nostalgia for a more 

traditional American life. This is highlighted in the common lyrical themes, which 

reference a “quickly receding past” centered on conventional family values, thrift, 

religion, industry, and patriotism.  

 

Maslow 

 

  According to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, Country music is appealing on the 

Belonging psychological need level. Country Music provides a clear-cut American 

identity for people. They can listen to the music and wear the clothes and feel accepted. If 

you belong, you are a hard worker with the right set of beliefs and everyone else is lazy, 



sinful, and un-American. Country music also appeals to fans on the safety needs or 

comfort level. There is very much an “Us vs. Them” mentality in the culture as evident in 

some of the more patriotic songs, like Toby Keith’s 911 anthem "Courtesy of the Red, 

White and Blue" that reassures people, fearful after terrorist attacks, of America’s 

strength, filling their need to feel safe. Songs like Merle Haggard’s “Okie from 

Muskogee” might make people feeling unsafe because of the changes more liberal people 

are making in the culture feel safer, reassuring them that their conservative way of life 

will continue to triumph in the USA. 

 

  In its original form, the medium of country music was only live performances 

among close friends and families. This medium helped keep it in line with the working 

class values it supported. It was only when the medium changed and country music began 

getting played on the radio and in big theatres such as Nashville’s Grand Ole Opry that it 

became more of a music of the upper-class—the music, lyrics, and attitudes became more 

conservative. More recently, the music became available through the medium of records 

and music videos and really grew into the pop music form it’s recognized as now. It 

became available to everyone and the artists have gotten better and better looking the 

longer the videos have been around. 

 

McLuhan 

 

  If analyzed according to Marshall McLuhan’s theory of the Extensions of 

Humanity, Country music is an extension of our memory. When the music was more 

about storytelling, it helped the culture keep track of and remember these stories and pass 

the lessons on to future generations. Country music could also be perceived as an 

extension of our working class and family values. These values serve as a reminder for us 

to live up to our important responsibilities just as country music externally reminds us of 

these things. 

 

 

 



Merchandising 

  

  There are a ton of merchandise tie-ins for country music. Apart from the expected 

album, t-shirts, and concert ticket sales in some of the southern states, it’s not uncommon 

to find little acoustic guitars or cowboy hats to hang from the rear view mirror of your 

pickup truck or from your Christmas tree. Many country music stars lend their names to 

everything and anything. Alan Jackson, for example, has his own line of men’s and 

women’s western shirts, signature sunglasses, baseball caps, and even home decor sets 

that include candles, blankets, mugs, coasters, ashtrays and more. Young country starlet 

Taylor Swift is poised to release her own signature perfume fragrance this holiday 

season. One item catching on in the states is Willie Nelson Signature Braids, fake braids 

glued to a bandana that when worn makes you look like the star himself. 

 

  Country Music has become a brand with important consumer applications because 

of its “every-man” middle class relationships. Unlike most celebrities, country music 

artists have a blue-collar believability. It’s not believable for consumers that someone 

like Madonna or Kanye West would shop at a value brand store such as Wal-Mart, but 

they will believe it for equally big country artists because of the working class image they 

project. For example, the country music star Lee Ann Womack has become the 

spokesperson for Banquet's value-priced Select Recipes frozen dinners. Someone of her 

popularity in any other genre of music would never even be considered for such a 

spokesperson position (Moran, Charlie. 2008). 

 

Meanings to Different Perceivers 

 

  Country music has lyrics that promote traditional values; this signifies it’s a symbol 

of right-wing America, promoting a traditional conservative lifestyle. Songs like Shania 

Twain’s “Forever and for Always” and Clint Black’s “When I Say I Do” promote 

marriage and traditional family values.  Carie Underwood’s “Jesus take the wheel” and 

Hank Williams’ “Are You Walking and A Talking With The Lord?” promote a 

conservative Christian belief system. Many popular artists, such as Charlie Daniels, also 



write and perform songs in support of the Iraq war and promote right wing political 

agendas.  

 

  In 2003, the popular country act The Dixie Chicks famously criticized then 

President George W. Bush and experienced a huge backlash from their fans and the 

country music community. This shows just how important right wing ideals are to 

country music. In any other genre, political protest in lyrics are commonplace from the 

rock ‘n roll anti-war music of the 1960s to the protest songs of folk musicians and punk 

rockers. In any other genre, The Chicks’ criticism of the president would be a welcome 

form of artistic expression, but it doesn’t fit into the ideals country music supports. 

 

  These traditional lifestyle signifiers found in the music suggests its serves the 

function of maintaining a certain moral way of life, warding off radical changes. 

 

  More liberal upper class people today may interprate country music as being a 

genre for the dumb or ignorant. Slurs like ‘hillbillies’, rednecks, bumpkins, and yokels 

are thrown around to describe the fans. This may because of the simplicity of the musical 

structure, and the very simple lyrics. They may also think this because the music hasn’t 

evolved with the times; a country song from the 1950s is almost identical in lyrical 

themes and instrumentation to a country song today. It may also be because of the genre’s 

association with the American South that is often stereotyped as ‘uneducated’. This might 

have its roots in the North vs. South conflict of the American civil war. Country music 

may serve the function of helping identify people as Confederates. 

 

  The originators of Country music would probably perceive today’s country music 

as being co-opted or stolen from them by the upper class. When the genre began, the 

working-class themes were being sung by people who were actually living those stories 

and performed very casually by rural musicians just in their community. With the advent 

of radio, the genre exploded and became the most popular form of music in America. The 

rural musicians were replaced by performers who just acted and dressed in costume to 

play the part of a working class man. With the popularity of the Grand Ol’ Opry, a large 



theatre in Nashville that recorded a daily radio show for the upper class, the genre 

became very organized and sanitized. Drinking, swearing and drums were not allowed at 

the Opry in the early days and much of the reality and honesty of country music was 

stripped from it. Today, many country musicians still act and dress as if they were part of 

the working class but are among the highest paid performers in entertainment and come 

from upper-class families (Peterson, Richard A., 1997). 

 

  Minority races would probably perceive Country music as being a very racist music 

genre. This is what is signified by the majority of the musicians and fans being white. 

Some also would say that country music was co-opted by White America from African 

Americans. Even the popular country music writer and performer Merle Haggard 

proclaims the genre to be just white men singing the blues, a purely African-American 

creation, in his song “White Man Singing The Blues.” The song describes a country 

musician learning everything he knows from a wise older black man and affiliates all 

country with African-American Culture. “The old man paid no mind to colour, ‘Cause he 

knew that I’d been down and out, Old Joe said that I was a soul brother, From things I’d 

been singing out, He liked how I played my old guitar, He sat down beside me to sing, 

together we hummed out an old-timey blues” (Tichi, Cecelia, 1998, pg 30) 

 

Personal Impact 

 

  For a long time, I too wrote country music off as being for ignorant Southerners but 

my only exposure to it at the time was modern popular artists like Shania Twain or Garth 

Brooks. As I got older and got more interested in music and became a musician myself, I 

looked deeper into country music and found artists that really excited me. The early 

Country recording artists such as Jimmie Rodgers and Hank Williams really hit me. They 

actually came from working class families and wrote in very simple but touching poetry 

about bumming around, God, and bad relationships with honesty in their performance I 

had rarely heard. The sounds of artist like Patsy Cline really excited me with the perfect 

fusion of great pop song writing, soul and r&b with country. I’m also very into the outlaw 

country musician of the 1960s and 70s like Willie Nelson and Waylon Jennings who 



broke free of the upper-class Nashville constraints and brought it back down to the 

common people, and by modern artists who carry on this tradition in the alternative 

Country genre. I agree that a lot of Country music can be somewhat silly and serves right 

wing agendas, but even at its most corny, it still has a timeless appeal and its blunt 

confessional qualities are unmatched. 
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The words “Country & western music” immediately conjure up strong images of steel guitars, smoky honky tonk bars, and cowboy boots. People either love it or hate it. It is a genre of music that is genuinely American and has remained practically unmatched as America’s most popular form of music since its creation. This icon, its history, influence, function, and its many varied perceptions are the focus of this essay.


    
Country Music has its roots in the rural American South. The very early origin of the genre comes from when Europeans first immigrated there. They brought with them the instruments of the old world and the European folk songs. The agriculturally based society and geography isolated people from different cultures forcing them to live and work together. The different European groups, such as the English, Scottish, and Irish intermingled and shared songs. Styles mixed and soon the lyrics changed to express the images, locations, and new values of America. These groups also spent a lot of time around the music of Africans, Native Americans, and Mexicans, whose influence greatly affected the melodies, rhythm, structure and language of the European folk songs, shaping them into what we call Country music (Malone, Bill C., 2002, pp. 1-4). It grew from the music of the working class through the advent of radio to become one of the most popular musical forms in America, even among the upper class. Its popularity has remained over the generations; today, nearly 55% of U.S. women and 45% of men are country music listeners, according to the Country Music Association. (Moran, Charlie, 2008).

Symbolism


  
The surface signifiers of Country Music appear to be a simple rootsy sounding American music form akin to folk music. The music is mostly vocal with a mid-tempo rhythm and usually a simplistic (I-IV-V) chord structure. Instrumentally, the music almost always has the same elements. The band is usually always built of a couple guitars, bass, drums, pedal steel, fiddle, piano, and occasionally banjo. The popular country song  “If You're Gonna Play in Texas (You Gotta Have a Fiddle in the Band)” by the group Alabama, reinforces the importance of this particular instrumentation in defining this icon. 


 
Probably the main surface function of Country music would be entertainment. At its origin, there was little else for the workers to do when they returned from the fields. Families and friends would listen and play the music together to pass the time. It may have also served as a form of storytelling, the lyrics having some sort of moral story or lesson to be learned or a simple recounting of an interesting experience. Country Music probably has the most story-based lyrics of all music genres. As the genre grew more, it served the function of dance entertainment. In community halls, hoedowns, and parties, it was played for people to celebrate, dance and mingle. Specific dance forms such as square dancing are associated with the genre. Today, it still serves this entertainment purpose, whether it’s being pumped through the radio or a sound system, in a sold out arena concert or on country music television music videos.


 
When first observing this icon, it becomes clear that it is an ethnically-based music genre. While it evolved from a mixture of cultural influences, Country music is the music of the White Anglo-Celtic group in America. Almost all country artists are white and the few exceptions have been something of a novelty—a “token” situation. Caucasians represent over 93% of all country music fans. One indicator of this is how the lyrics very commonly reference geographical locations of importance to this ethnic group. Examples of this are songs such as The Charlie Daniels Band’s “The Devil Went Down to Georgia”, Bill Monroe’s “Blue Moon of Kentucky”, or Waylon Jenning’s “Luckenbach, Texas” (Eck, Lindsey, 2001). 


 
The instrumentation and sound isn’t everything though. Rock, folk and even pop musicians commonly have bands comprised of the same instruments, sounds, and song structures. What really separates Country music is the look and fashion. All country artists have a definite ‘cowboy’ look. This clothing was originally practical wear for the Great Plains laborers at the beginning of the century, but became the adopted fashion of this music. It’s comprised of big cowboy hats, stylized cowboy boots, large decorative belt buckles, and western cut shirts with tassels and decorative designs on the shoulders. Plaid shirts and denim jeans are also very common. Today, a lot of the sounds of Country music have changed and the genre has more in common with pop and rock, but what still separates it is the fashion and what it represents (Moos, Dan., 2002).

 
The fact that work clothing is the fashion of country music is very telling.  What seems to be signified by the clothing and music is an alignment with working class values. As mentioned at the beginning of this essay, Country music was created by working-class immigrants in the Southern US. They infused it with these working class themes right from the beginning. The dominant themes of Country music tend to satisfy the psychological and entertainment needs of a primarily “blue-collar” working class audience (Gritzner, C. F., 1978). Some popular examples of these themes can be found in Merle Haggard’s “Working Man’s Blues,” which describes a working class hero who “keeps his nose to the grindstone” and “works hard everyday,” who is tempted to run away and bum around, but always honors his working responsibilities. Americans who identify themselves as blue-collar or working class are hooked by these lyrical themes because they can relate to the stories and like to see themselves idealized as proletarian heroes (Gritzner, C. F., 1978).

 
However, a lot of these working class labor themes are outdated in out modern world and many Country music fans belong to the upper class, but it still appeals to them on a different level. The main draw of country music today is nostalgia for a more traditional American life. This is highlighted in the common lyrical themes, which reference a “quickly receding past” centered on conventional family values, thrift, religion, industry, and patriotism. 

Maslow


 
According to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, Country music is appealing on the Belonging psychological need level. Country Music provides a clear-cut American identity for people. They can listen to the music and wear the clothes and feel accepted. If you belong, you are a hard worker with the right set of beliefs and everyone else is lazy, sinful, and un-American. Country music also appeals to fans on the safety needs or comfort level. There is very much an “Us vs. Them” mentality in the culture as evident in some of the more patriotic songs, like Toby Keith’s 911 anthem "Courtesy of the Red, White and Blue" that reassures people, fearful after terrorist attacks, of America’s strength, filling their need to feel safe. Songs like Merle Haggard’s “Okie from Muskogee” might make people feeling unsafe because of the changes more liberal people are making in the culture feel safer, reassuring them that their conservative way of life will continue to triumph in the USA.


 
In its original form, the medium of country music was only live performances among close friends and families. This medium helped keep it in line with the working class values it supported. It was only when the medium changed and country music began getting played on the radio and in big theatres such as Nashville’s Grand Ole Opry that it became more of a music of the upper-class—the music, lyrics, and attitudes became more conservative. More recently, the music became available through the medium of records and music videos and really grew into the pop music form it’s recognized as now. It became available to everyone and the artists have gotten better and better looking the longer the videos have been around.

McLuhan


 
If analyzed according to Marshall McLuhan’s theory of the Extensions of Humanity, Country music is an extension of our memory. When the music was more about storytelling, it helped the culture keep track of and remember these stories and pass the lessons on to future generations. Country music could also be perceived as an extension of our working class and family values. These values serve as a reminder for us to live up to our important responsibilities just as country music externally reminds us of these things.

Merchandising


 
There are a ton of merchandise tie-ins for country music. Apart from the expected album, t-shirts, and concert ticket sales in some of the southern states, it’s not uncommon to find little acoustic guitars or cowboy hats to hang from the rear view mirror of your pickup truck or from your Christmas tree. Many country music stars lend their names to everything and anything. Alan Jackson, for example, has his own line of men’s and women’s western shirts, signature sunglasses, baseball caps, and even home decor sets that include candles, blankets, mugs, coasters, ashtrays and more. Young country starlet Taylor Swift is poised to release her own signature perfume fragrance this holiday season. One item catching on in the states is Willie Nelson Signature Braids, fake braids glued to a bandana that when worn makes you look like the star himself.


 
Country Music has become a brand with important consumer applications because of its “every-man” middle class relationships. Unlike most celebrities, country music artists have a blue-collar believability. It’s not believable for consumers that someone like Madonna or Kanye West would shop at a value brand store such as Wal-Mart, but they will believe it for equally big country artists because of the working class image they project. For example, the country music star Lee Ann Womack has become the spokesperson for Banquet's value-priced Select Recipes frozen dinners. Someone of her popularity in any other genre of music would never even be considered for such a spokesperson position (Moran, Charlie. 2008).

Meanings to Different Perceivers

 
Country music has lyrics that promote traditional values; this signifies it’s a symbol of right-wing America, promoting a traditional conservative lifestyle. Songs like Shania Twain’s “Forever and for Always” and Clint Black’s “When I Say I Do” promote marriage and traditional family values.  Carie Underwood’s “Jesus take the wheel” and Hank Williams’ “Are You Walking and A Talking With The Lord?” promote a conservative Christian belief system. Many popular artists, such as Charlie Daniels, also write and perform songs in support of the Iraq war and promote right wing political agendas. 


 
In 2003, the popular country act The Dixie Chicks famously criticized then President George W. Bush and experienced a huge backlash from their fans and the country music community. This shows just how important right wing ideals are to country music. In any other genre, political protest in lyrics are commonplace from the rock ‘n roll anti-war music of the 1960s to the protest songs of folk musicians and punk rockers. In any other genre, The Chicks’ criticism of the president would be a welcome form of artistic expression, but it doesn’t fit into the ideals country music supports.


 
These traditional lifestyle signifiers found in the music suggests its serves the function of maintaining a certain moral way of life, warding off radical changes.


 
More liberal upper class people today may interprate country music as being a genre for the dumb or ignorant. Slurs like ‘hillbillies’, rednecks, bumpkins, and yokels are thrown around to describe the fans. This may because of the simplicity of the musical structure, and the very simple lyrics. They may also think this because the music hasn’t evolved with the times; a country song from the 1950s is almost identical in lyrical themes and instrumentation to a country song today. It may also be because of the genre’s association with the American South that is often stereotyped as ‘uneducated’. This might have its roots in the North vs. South conflict of the American civil war. Country music may serve the function of helping identify people as Confederates.


 
The originators of Country music would probably perceive today’s country music as being co-opted or stolen from them by the upper class. When the genre began, the working-class themes were being sung by people who were actually living those stories and performed very casually by rural musicians just in their community. With the advent of radio, the genre exploded and became the most popular form of music in America. The rural musicians were replaced by performers who just acted and dressed in costume to play the part of a working class man. With the popularity of the Grand Ol’ Opry, a large theatre in Nashville that recorded a daily radio show for the upper class, the genre became very organized and sanitized. Drinking, swearing and drums were not allowed at the Opry in the early days and much of the reality and honesty of country music was stripped from it. Today, many country musicians still act and dress as if they were part of the working class but are among the highest paid performers in entertainment and come from upper-class families (Peterson, Richard A., 1997).

 
Minority races would probably perceive Country music as being a very racist music genre. This is what is signified by the majority of the musicians and fans being white. Some also would say that country music was co-opted by White America from African Americans. Even the popular country music writer and performer Merle Haggard proclaims the genre to be just white men singing the blues, a purely African-American creation, in his song “White Man Singing The Blues.” The song describes a country musician learning everything he knows from a wise older black man and affiliates all country with African-American Culture. “The old man paid no mind to colour, ‘Cause he knew that I’d been down and out, Old Joe said that I was a soul brother, From things I’d been singing out, He liked how I played my old guitar, He sat down beside me to sing, together we hummed out an old-timey blues” (Tichi, Cecelia, 1998, pg 30)


Personal Impact


 
For a long time, I too wrote country music off as being for ignorant Southerners but my only exposure to it at the time was modern popular artists like Shania Twain or Garth Brooks. As I got older and got more interested in music and became a musician myself, I looked deeper into country music and found artists that really excited me. The early Country recording artists such as Jimmie Rodgers and Hank Williams really hit me. They actually came from working class families and wrote in very simple but touching poetry about bumming around, God, and bad relationships with honesty in their performance I had rarely heard. The sounds of artist like Patsy Cline really excited me with the perfect fusion of great pop song writing, soul and r&b with country. I’m also very into the outlaw country musician of the 1960s and 70s like Willie Nelson and Waylon Jennings who broke free of the upper-class Nashville constraints and brought it back down to the common people, and by modern artists who carry on this tradition in the alternative Country genre. I agree that a lot of Country music can be somewhat silly and serves right wing agendas, but even at its most corny, it still has a timeless appeal and its blunt confessional qualities are unmatched.
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